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Introduction
Solid timber T&G floors are often laid on joists or sheet subfloors of particleboard and plywood. Failure 
to correctly assess the conditions beneath the floor results in too many failed floors. Subfloor ventilation 
is important as are dry conditions beneath the floor, knowing subfloor moisture contents and considering 
the species being laid can all affect the floor’s ongoing performance. As part of the installation process the 
subfloor needs to be assessed and even though it may not be the floor installer’s responsibility to correct 
building problems, the installer does have a responsibility to check that the subfloor is suitable to lay over. 
This information sheet considers those aspects of subfloors that need to be considered when laying a 
timber floor over joists or battens.

Requirements for subfloor spaces with soil beneath
Subfloor conditions

When timber floors are laid over exposed ground, including when on subfloors of particleboard and 
plywood, and the space is enclosed (by brickwork etc), the sub-floor space must be adequately ventilated 
with permanent vents installed in the masonry during construction. The humidity in an enclosed sub-floor 
space severely affect the performance of a floor. With damp subfloor conditions and poor ventilation the 
lower surface of the boards take up moisture and result in substantial swelling. This is a common cause of 
cupping, buckling and tenting. Common moisture sources that need to be guarded against include runoff 
into a sub-floor space lower than the external ground, seepage on sloping sites and drain pipes from air-
conditioners. 
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Timber floors are not to be laid over damp sub-floor spaces and particularly when ventilation is impeded. In 
essence it should be checked that:-

•	 The subfloor is dry and not subject to ponding should there be any moisture ingress

•	 Seepage is adequately drained and soil membranes  provided to negate excessive soil moisture 
evaporation

•	 The subfloor is well ventilated with ventilation preferably exceeding BCA requirements

•	 Additional ventilation is provided if good cross flow is impeded or where necessary supplemented 
with mechanical ventilation

General requirements meeting both the BCA and timber floor installations are provided in the diagram 
below.

Subfloor ventilation

T & G floors should be provided with sub-floor ventilation that exceeds minimum Building Code of Australia 
(BCA) requirements.  The levels outlined in the BCA (currently limited to 6000 mm² per meter length of wall 
for higher humidity areas) are primarily to limit the moisture content of sub-floor framing timbers, which can 
generally tolerate greater fluctuations in moisture content, than timber floors. The recommended minimum 
ventilation for T&G timber floors is 7500 mm2 per meter length of wall, with vents evenly spaced to ensure 
that cross ventilation is provided to all sub-floor areas (refer to the following figure). 

As an example consider this split block dwelling where the ventilation is provided by groups of slots at 1.5m 
intervals

Each vent has 4 slots

Each slot has an area of 25mm x 200mm = 5000mm²

Each vent has an area of 4 slots x 5000mm² = 20000mm²

The vents are spaced about 1.5 m apart which provides 20000mm² / 1.5m = 13300 mm² per m length of 
wall which is greater than 7500 mm² per m.  Hence requirements are met.

The reality however is that full cross flow ventilation is often not achieved and sub-floors may become 
damp/wet from time to time. This increases the risk of performance issues. The seriousness of issues 
depends on the sub-floor conditions, the flooring species the climate and floor fixings used. Higher density 
species being more susceptible to expansion related problems due the timber high strength. 

Consequences of wet subfloors

In the first two photos seepage was resulting in higher than normal moisture contents and the associated 
expansion and pressure in the floor was resulting in raised board edges. Attempts had been made to 
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‘waterproof’ the particleboard subfloor but this seldom works. In the second two photos water enters the 
subfloor space through the vent at the same level as the grass outside. Note the damp brickwork and 
furrows in the ground. Both are signs of conditions being inadequate and consequently there is severe 
cupping. 

The third series of photos again shows seepage and it was to the point where water was ponding beneath 
the floor. No ventilation was present along significant lengths of wall. This resulted in the floor cupping and 
lifting off the joists.

Assessing subfloor conditions 
From the above photos it is evident that there are a number of aspects in the subfloor space that need to 
be checked. These include checking:-

•	 for signs of water flowing across the dirt or where water can pond
•	 that the soil is not damp where seepage could occur noting that often much of the subfloor space 

can appear dry
•	 how damp it is under pieces of wood on the ground which is indicative moisture levels in the soil
•	 if it is ground level beneath the dwelling is below that of the ground around the house as this can 

result in wet ground beneath the floor in very wet weather
•	 the moisture contents of solid timber members off the ground (not, plywood, particleboard, LVL or 

I Beams with laminated flanges) as these will reflect the moisture content of timber in the relevant 
subfloor conditions 

•	 if longer term monitoring is needed with use humidity data loggers to determine the relative humidity 
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The photo to the left shows 
damp soil sticking to the 
hand and the second photo 
shows a piece of timber of 
what appeared reasonably 
dry soil that was so wet that 
it was decaying.

Data loggers recording both humidity and temperature can be 
used in more difficult subfloors where there is uncertainty over 
the conditions. There are many types available, The photo shows 
one from an electronics shop and the graph generated from data 
indicating humidities between 70% and 80% over the logging 
period timber moisture contents of about 13% to 15%.

Checking plywood and particleboard subfloors
Moisture meters provide unreliable readings in sheet flooring of particleboard and plywood. Although 
readings may appear reasonable on new product, readings often become spurious when product is in 
service and has been exposed to the weather. Therefore if the moisture content is to be tested sections of 
the subfloor need to be cut out sent to ATFA for oven dry moisture content testing.  Often a 50mm hole saw 
is used to provide the sample which is then adequately wrapped in plastic before posting (full details on the 
ATFA website). As an alternative approach the bottom plates which are often pine can also be tested as 
this is where sheet subfloor moisture contents will likely be the highest and particularly along external walls. 
An example of oven dry moisture contents versus resistance meter readings and the location of the bottom 
plate interface are shown below.

Subfloor flatness 
It is necessary to get the joists or sheet subfloors sufficiently flat and level so that it will not show up in the 
new floor. In new dwellings joists are usually flat between them and relatively level from one side of the 
room to the other. However, in older dwellings foundations can move and unseasoned joists may have had 
shrunk or warped to differing degrees. As such it should be aimed to achieve a flatness of 3mm under a 
1.5m straight edge which is the recommended tolerance for timber floors on the likes of plywood over a 
concrete slab. 

Sample Oven dry MC Resistance meter 
reading1 25.9% 40% +

2 18.8% 23%

Particleboard subfloor



Again it is reiterated that it may not be the 
floor installers responsibility to undertake 
‘levelling’ work, but the installer does have 
a responsibility to check that a flat and 
level floor is achievable and raise this the 
builder or owner to correct. Sanding of 
particleboard is generally necessary not 
only to remove high points at sheet edges but also to provide a good bonding surface for adhesives. 
Additional care is necessary if laying parallel to the joists and sheet subfloors can sag between the joist. 
The photo shows a floor that is out of level over four or so boards adjacent to the external wall.

Squeaks from subfloors
The floor installer is often the ‘first cab off the rank’ when there is a squeaking floor and the problem may 
well lie with the subfloor. Squeaks from subfloors can be from a number of different mechanisms. Firstly, 
it may be from the fixing of the particleboard or plywood to the joists and for this reason these subfloors 
should be walked over thoroughly to determine if squeaks are present. Any squeaks need to be corrected 
at this stage, because if not corrected, once the timber floor is installed they are generally still present.

In some instances fixing of plywood to steel joists has resulted in noisy squeaking with every step made 
on the T&G timber floor above. In such cases the plywood has been fixed through the recessed section of 
the top flange of the steel joist and with each step the outer edges of the joist rub on the plywood. Once 
the timber floor is laid this can become very difficult to rectify, requiring accessibility to the joists.  Other 
causes of squeaks from subfloors include 
nails which narrowly miss the joist but rub 
on the edges of it. Such instances can 
result in loud squeaks whenever that area 
of the floor is walked on, but the simple fix, 
if the nail is accessible is to bend it so that 
it no longer rubs. In another case steel joist 
hangers had been used to support joists laid 
between the bearers and particularly when 
the floor was walked on at centre span, 
the deflection resulted in movement at the 
end joints and squeaking would occur. The 
photos show instances of a nail causing a 
squeak as well as a joist hanger resulting in 
squeaking.

Existing T&G Subfloors 
Existing T&G subfloors may be laid over, however it is necessary that they are structurally sound for thinner 
overlay flooring or a structural floor may be used. Isolated defective boards can also be replaced. The 
surface provided must be suitable for the new floor. Aspects such as attending to any squeaks and re-
punching existing top nails is necessary and the surface must be flat and sufficiently clean to meet the 
requirements of the new flooring system. When using adhesives sanding back to bare timber promotes 
good bonding. Many prefer to lay at 90 degrees to the existing floor but if laying parallel, an intermediate 
layer of 4mm to 7mm plywood fixed at 150mm centres has provided good results. This is particularly when 
there may be concern of movement in the existing floor affecting the replacement floor.

Buckled Subfloors 
Finally the possibility of the subfloor buckling requires special consideration and is more prone to occur 
with the combination of higher density flooring species and adhesives for floor fixing to sheet subfloors.  
When laying over a structural subfloor of plywood or particleboard it is therefore important that the fixing 
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of the sheet subfloor to the joist is adequate. In moderately humid locations it has been found that nail 
and adhesive fixed sheet subfloors have in some instances buckled off the joists, even when fixed in 
accordance with the relevant nailing requirements of Australian standards. Screw fixing to the joists as often 
used provides for a more robust fixing. In other instances of failure there has either been insufficient fixings 
across the width of the sheets, incorrect fixings used or a lack of adhesive. Care is also necessary when 
laying parallel to joists as pressure in the floor can also result in a wave like appearance through the floor 
if some sheets were sagging. The consequence of inadequate fixing and possibly contributed to by a lack 
of acclimatisation is that the sheet subfloor arches off the joists. High density timber floors laid during dry 
periods in localities that also become very wet and humid some months later is where problems are more 
frequent. The consequence of this is shown in the photos below. 
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